
CHAPTER III 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

As mentioned in earlier chapter, the science of Tajwid covers a wide range 

of topics. We have learned topic on Al-Shifatul Ashliyah ( ~'ii l!i~I ), 

denoting mainly the characteristics of letters, or the so-called phonetic features in 

Linguistics. In this section, we will focus our discussion on Al-Shifatul 'Arodliyah 

( ~.;Ul l!i~ ), or characteristics that are present in a letter in some cases and 

are not present in the letter in other cases (Online Qur'an Reciter, 2002). In other 

words, we may also define Al-Shifatul 'Arodliyah in terms of processes which 

occur when certain letters meet in certain environment. As compiled in Tajwid 

books, we may find principles which explain the meeting of certain letters, such as 

principles of ldgham, ldhar, Madd (lengthening of vowels), principles of Ra', etc. 

However, we do not use all principles of Tajwid as our data. The data presented in 

this chapter are principles of Tajwid which are explained in terms of nasal 

assimilation accompanied by lengthening processes. 

The data gathered is then analyzed by using phonological theories 

applicable to the processes in question. Finally, the writer tries to formulate the 

most appropriate phonological rules underlying the processes. The steps of 

analysis mentioned are given consecutively per data presented as· to allow the 

readers to focus and to get easier understanding on the discussion. 
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111.1 lqlab ( 'T ~I) 

The word Jq/ab literally means 'to tum the face of something' or is simply 

defined as 'turning' (Wehr, 1979). In Tajwid, Jqlab means changing non-vowelled 

noon/noon sukoon ( S ) or nunnationltanwin ( ""~"" ) into meem ( f ) when the 

noon sukoon or nunnation occurs before the letter Baa' ( !.:' ) (Zarkasyi, 1989: 7). 

In other words, Jq/ab explains the replacement of a sound with another while 

maintaining ghunnah/nasal twang (Alwi, 1997). By the time the ghunnah is 

maintained, it is lengthened as well. The following instances show the occurrence: 

(I .a) &,S /man/+ /balao:.i/ 7 [mam balao:.i] 

-When noon sukoon ( u ) meets Baa ' ( Y ), the noon is changed into meem 

and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [mam balao:.i]. · 

(1.b) J!P. ~Ji /q:.iwman/ + /bu:r:.in/ 7 [q:.iwmam bu:r:.in] 

Whenfathah tamvin (Lo) meets Baa' ( Y ), the nunnation is changed into 

meem and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [q:.iwmam bu:r:m]. 

(I .c) f~~...-~~ /mu?aMinun/ + /bajnahum/ 7 [mu?aMinum bajnahum] 

When dhammah tanwin (::!! ) meets Baa' ( Y ), the nunnation is changed 

into meem and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [mu?aMinum 

bajnahum]. 

(l.d) j. "'f .. f\ nanbi?hum/ 7 [?ambi?hum] 

When noon sukoon (S ) meets Baa' ( Y ), the noon is changed into meem 

and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as (?ambi?hum]. 
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(l.e) ~U /fa?anba!na:/ ~ [fa?amba1na:] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Baa' ( Y ). the noon is changed into meem 

and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [fa?ambaJna:]. 

In all examples shown above, we may find two processes happen: 

( 1) phoneme /n/ becomes [ m] before [b) 

(2) the phone (m] is lengthened before [b] 

In the first occurrence, we may call this process regressive homorganic 

nasal assimilation, where a consonant (in this case is /n/) becomes more similar 

to a consonant which shares the same place of articulation (= homorganic) with 

the consonant following it (i.e. [b]). In this respect, the assimilation seems to 

occur generally, without any restriction from word boundary. This can be seen 

from all examples, where /n/ evidently becomes (m] before [b]-although in (I.a), 

(1.b), and (1.c) the target of assimilation (i.e. /n/) and the trigger (i.e. [b]) are 

separated by a word boundary. Therefore, we may say that word boundary in this 

case is not an influential environment for the phonetic change to occur. Let us 

further identify the pattern: 

• The phoneme /n/, which is [+nasal, +coronal], becomes [ m] or [+nasal, 

+bilabial] when it is followed by [b], which is [+cons, +voice, +bilabial]. 

From the above occurrence, we get the following information: 

the segment that changes is /n/ or a coronal nasal 

the change that occurs is regressive homorganic nasal assimilation (change 

from [+nasal, -bilabial] to [+nasal, +bilabial]) 

the phonemic environment is before voiced bilabial consonant. 
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Relying on the information available, let us devise the formal notations: 

(3.1) /n/ 7 [m] /_ [b], or 

[
+nasal J [+nasal J [+ voice J 
+ I 7 +b'I b' 1 I + bilabial corona 1 a 1a -

+cons 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.1) A coronal nasal or In/ becomes ( 7 ) a bilabial nasal in the environment(/) 

before a voiced bilabial consonant (_[+voice, +consonant, +bilabial]). 

Here we see that the phone [m], resulted from the phonetic change of In/, retains 

all its features except its place feature. As mentioned earlier, this is the idea of 

place assimilation, where the place feature of [b ], that is [+bilabial], spreads 

leftwards, so that In/ ([-bilabial]) becomes [m] ([+bilabial]). The following 

representation may help us in understanding this feature-change process: 

(3.11) [-bilabial] [+bilabial] 

I I 7 
n b 

[-bilabial] [+bilabial] + ... -······r 7 
n b 

[-bilabial] [+bilabial] 

~b [mb] 

The representation (3.11) shows how the rule of homorganic assimilation applies 

to the cluster /nb/. The phoneme In/ is associated with [-bilabial] until the labial 

feature of the following obstruent ([b]) spreads leftwards and causes the 

association with [-bilabial] to delink. Consequently, In/ takes the labial feature of 

[b] and becomes [m] in its phonetic representation. 

Another process found in lq/ab is lengthening. If we view the homorganic 

nasal assimilation and the lengthening processes as occurring in two diachronic 

stages, the In/ first becomes [m] before [b], then the [m] is lengthened. These two 

processes seem to occur simultaneously so that many people often consider them 
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as one single process. In fact, the lengthening is often referred to as the length of 

nasality, as found in a book by Bakalla (1984). Interestingly, 'the length of the 

nasalization' in Tajwid is carefully measured. Al-Bakr in Bakalla (1984: 52-53) 

explains that there are several ways employed in measuring the length of nasality: 

a. Measurement by using the palm of the hand 

Here the duration of nasality is measured by folding and unfolding the 

palm of the hand in such a way that is neither slow nor fast. Normally, the length 

of nasality takes one folding and one unfolding the palm of the hand. 

b. Counting by fingers 

We can also use our fingers in measuring the length of nasality. Normally, 

the nasality lasts as long as folding two fingers in such motion that is neither slow 

or fast 

c. Taking the approximate time of pronouncing a word 

The duration of nasality is also measured by taking the estimate time of 

pronouncing the word 'A/if nalif/ (the name of vowel a in Arabic). It is 

considered that nasality lasts as long as it takes to pronounce the word. 

d. Taking the approximate time of writing a word 

In measuring nasality, we may take not only the approximate time of 

pronouncing the word 'A/if, but also the time of writing the word 'A/if. Nasality 

normally lasts as long as it takes to write the word. 

All these measurements a re undoubtedly approximate but they were apparently 

sufficient for the purpose of learning Qur'anic recitation in days when no modem 

facilities of speech measurement was available. Today, it is found that the length 

of nasality based on normal recitation ranges from 1.0 - 1.3 seconds, as suggested 
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in recent studies (Bakalla, 1984). This phenomenon is unusual indeed in natural 

language, as commented by McCarthy (2003 ), " ... no natural language has such 

extreme lengthening". Regarding this case, Semaan noted: 

Tajwid did some experimenting in its effort to "ornament" 

Arabic for more attractive cantillation and produce effects pleasing 

to the hearers. At times this ornamentation seems somewhat 

artificial to the modern phonetician, and more to the grammarian, 

but apparently it succeeded in doing what lbn al-Jazari calls 

"delight the ear, move the heart, and capture the mind." ... for 

example there is an exaggerated lengthening in the pronunciation 

of certain phonemes (1962: 118). 

Here we may say that the 'unusual' duration of lengthening occurs with nasal 

assimilation in Tajwid is due to non-linguistic factor. To show the 'unusual' 

lengthening in written form, we need special symbol for the phonetic 

transcription. Ladefoged suggested earlier that the lengthening of consonants (or 

vowels) can be analyzed as double consonants (or vowels), or 'the so-called 

geminates ( Ladefoged, 1 975:223). However, since the case is extra length, we 

need certain symbol to represent the occurrence sufficiently and exclusively. 

Besides, we use the special symbol to avoid confusion with other cases of 

geminates in Arabic which do not involve lengthening. We may see, therefore, the 

lengthening of the phone [m] in above examples of lqlab is represented by double 

over-rings above the affected phoneme ([m]). This symbol is specially devised by 

the writer to represent the occurrence of extra lengthening of consonants m 
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Tajwid, as there is no symbol yet in IPA transcription that appropriately serves the 

purpose. 

From the instances of Jqlab shown earlier, let us further try to find out the 

pattern, so that we can attempt to formulate the rule: 

• The phone [m], which is [+nasal, +bilabial], becomes long when it is 

followed by (b], which is (+consonant, +voice, +bilabial). 

From the above occurrence, we get the following information: 

the segment that changes is a bilabial nasal 

the change that occurs is lengthening (change from [-long] to [+long]) 

the phonemic environment is before voiced bilabial consonant. 

Relying on the information available, let us devise the formal notation: 

(3.2) [m]' [+long]/_ [b], or 

[
+nasal J 
+bilabial ~ [+long] [

+voice J 
I_ + bilabial 

+cons 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.2) A bilabial nasal or [m] becomes long in the environment before a voiced 

bilabial consonant. 

Here we see that the phone [m] is lengthened when it occurs before (b]. Both [m] 

and [b] share the same place feature, notably [+bilabial]. Therefore, we may 

conclude that in the case of /q/ab, the phone [m] is lengthened before [b] because 

both phones share the same place feature. 

Now we have the rules in hand. To check the validity of the rules, we can 

apply the rules to one or two examples from the data set where they ·should apply, 
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and one or two examples where they should not apply. Let us check in the 

following derivations: 

Phonemic "man balagho" "man 'amila" "anbi'naa" "abnaa'anaa" "am firqotan" 

Representation /m, balaG:>I /man ~amila/ /anbi?na:/ /abna:?ana:/ /?am firq:>Janf 

! l NA' Apply rule (3.1) m NA* r NA• 

! 
Apply rule (3.2) 

.. NA* •• NA* NA* m m 

Phonetic 

Representation [mam balaG:i] [man ~amila] •• [ambi?na:] [abna:?ana:] [?am firq:>Jan] 

*NA= 'not applicable' 

Table 3.1 Rule derivations for homorganic nasal assimilation and 

lengthening processes in lqlab. 

In the derivations above, we can see that consonants which are not in the class of 

[+voice, +cons, +bilabial] cannot trigger the Inf to change into lml, such as in the 

words "man 'amila"-where the Inf remains in its phonetic representation. The 

phonetic environment is also a crucial factor for the changes to occur. As seen in 

the above derivation, lnl which occurs AFTER [b] in the words 'abnaa 'anaa' is 

not assimilated nor changed into [m]. Here we can see as well that the 

lengthening rule is only applicable if the affected consonant have the same place 

feature with the following consonant. In the words 'am firqotan' for example, the 

phone [m] is not lengthened because it does not share the same place feature with 

the following phone ( [ f] ), which is [+labiodental], although [m] ·and (f] are in 

the same place of articulation, namely labials. 
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111.2 lklifa' Haqiqi ( » ~W.I ) 

In an Arabic - English dictionary, we can find the word lkhfa' defined as 

concealment (Wehr, 1979: 292). In Tajwid, lkhfa' means pronouncing a letter 

with a quality between manifestation ( ..Jlt..l:il = ldzhar) and assimilation ( ~\t.JI = 

ldgham) without doubling (shaddah) while retaining the ghunnah!nasal twang 

(Alwi, 1997: 32). Jkhfa' is called 'haqiqi' or 'real' because of the real 

.. "' concealment of the non-vowelled noon ( L> ) and the nunnation ( ~"' ). The 

concealment/disguise meant in this context is the condition of noon or nunnation 

which is not pronounced as clear [n] sound when it meets 15 (fifteen) lkhfa' 

letters (Zarkasyi, 1989: 11 ). The letters are: LJoG /~!, .l /6/, .!a /0/, ~!kl,~ I J I, ~/JI, J 

!qi , ""' Isl , J ltJI, J:i 111, j /z/, u /f/, i:a I!/, u.l:i /qf, J:a /en. Technically; in Ikhfa' 

Haqiqi, the /n/ sound is partly assimilated by the following Ikhfa' letters so it may 

manifest in different sounds, adjusting to the sound of the next letter. Besides the 

partial assimilation, ghunnah (nasal twang) and lengthening are also maintained in 

lkhfa' Haqiqi. Let us check the following occurrences: 

pf •.J. ~;' D.!i 
(2.a) v~ /man~u:r:m/ 7 [marr~u:r:m] 

When noon sukoon (S ) meets Shaad ( LJoG ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but palatalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [maW~u:r:m]. 

'? t1 ,,. ' ",, . 
(2.b) ~"""°~ /\'amalan/ + /~:>:tihan/ 7 [\'amalatl' ~:>:tihan) 

Whenfathah tanwin (~) meets Shaad ( LJoG ), the nunnation is disguised 

(not pronounced as clear /n/ but palatalized /n/) and lengthened, so the 

above word is read as [\'amalaW ~:>:lihan]. 
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1.>-:. •{ • "' 
(2.c) r+'...>41\ nandaf'lahum/ 7 [?aijOaf'lahum] 

When noon sukoon ( Z, ) meets Dzaa/ ( j ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear Inf but dentalized /nl) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [?aij6ai;tahum]. 

(2.d) j)j~~~ /sir:l:?an/ + /c)a:lika/ 7 [sir:i:?aij aa:lika] 

When fathah tamvin ( ~ ) meets Dzaa/ ( :S ), the nunnation is disguised 

(not pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /nl) and lengthened, so the 

above word is read as (sir:i:?aij aa:lika]. 

;'/" ' 
(2.e) ~~ /min/+ /0~mar:iJin/ 7 [mirj 0amar:iJin] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Tsaa' ( !!a ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [miij 0amar:iJin]. 

(2.t) ~g,,fo /kh:ijrun/ + /8awa:ban/ 7 [kh:ijruij eawa:ban] 

When dhommah tanwin (:!!) meets Tsaa' ( .!a ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /nl) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [kh:ijruij 0awa:ban]. 

r.·. (2.g) r.:...: /minkum/ 7 [miiikum] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Kaaf ( .a ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear Inf but /g/) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [miiJkum]. 
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,. .;-. ; 

(2.h) c.Jt1&4 /man/+ /ka: na/-? [mag ka: na] 

When noon sukoon ( S) meets Ka~/ ( ia ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but /g/) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [mag ka: na]. 

(2.i) 
,, ,, 

\.!'~~\ /anJajna:/-? [ajijajna:] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Jeem ( ~ ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but /rj/) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [ajljajna:]. 

(2.j) ~ ... ..:.;,¢J.. /Jaj?an/ + /Jami:lan/ -? fSaj?aji Jami:lan] 

When fathah tanwin ( ~) meets Jeem ( ~ ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but /g/) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [Jaj?ajl Jami:lan]. 

(2.k) \.::Aj.;;:-:'. /nunJizuha:/-? [nulVJizuha:] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Syiin ( w!. ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but palatalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [nuWJizuha:]. 

1 9{<1."''"' ~ I ~ [ !ii (2. ) J.Y'-"/P 1a:>fu:run/ + /faku:run/-, a:>fu:ruff Jaku:run] 

When dhammah tanwin (~)meets Syiin ( w!. ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but palatalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [ a:>fu:ruW Jaku:run ). 
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\ ~·.Jo,\':"•'.-: (2.m) ~\.9 /fanqalabu: I 7 [faNqalabu:] 

.. 
When noon sukoon ( u ) meets Qaaf ( J), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but IN/) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [faNqalabu:). 

,,,. ~ , 
(2.n) ~~ /mini+ /qablikum/7 [miNqablikum] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Qaaf ( J), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but IN/) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [miNqablikum]. 

(2.o) ~\..::.~ /minsa?a!ahl 7 [miWsa?alah] 

.. 
When noon sukoon ( c:i ) meets Seen ( c.Jo'I ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but palatalized /nl) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [mioisa?a!ah]. 

(2.p) ~~\~ /ba\'ct.anl + /sirn:\'an/ 7 [ba\'ct.aiti sirn:\'an] 

When fatliali tanwin ( .!:. ) meets Seen ( c.Jo'I ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but palatalized /nl) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as (ba\'ct.aW sirn:\'an]. 

/, 

(2.q) ~ /\'inda/ 7[\'igga) 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Daal ( J ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /n/) and lengthened,· so the above 

word is read as [\'iij9a]. 
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"' (2.r) ~'.)~~ /qinwa:nun/ + /<ja:nija1un/ 7 [qinwa:nuij <ja:nija!un] 

When dhammah tanwin (~)meets Daal ( .s ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized Inf) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [qinwa:nu0ij c;!a:nija!un]. 

J. • .,, , • 

(2.s) ~~ nintolaqtum/7 [?irltolaq!um] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Tha' ( .l:a ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [?i6tolaq!um]. 

(2.t) '7t:~J,;~ /min/+ /tojjiba:!i/ 7 [miaj t::>jjiba:!i] 

When fathah tamvin ( S ) meets Tha' ( .l:a ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear Inf but dentalized /n/) and lengthened, ·SO the above 

word is read as[mi-Q to.ijiba:!i]. 

(2.u) ~~\ /?anzalna:/ 7 [?aWzalna:] 

• When noon sukoon ( u ) meets Zai ( j ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but palatalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as (?aWzalna:]. 

l".t I 

(2.v) ill)!(,~ /~::>\'i:gan/ + /zalaq:m/ 7 (~o\'i:ga# zalaqon) 

When fathah tamvin (~) meets Zai ( j ), the noon is ~isguised (not 

pronounced as clear Inf but palatalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [~o\'i:gruti zalaqon]. 
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.,. ,,, . .,. 
(2.w) j~\ /anfa:la/ 7 [atijfa:la] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Faa' ( u ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear In/ but /rrf) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [ argfa:la ). 

(2.x) ~/,,!,: /min/+ /fawrihim/ 7 [mirgfawrihim] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Faa' (u }, the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but /rrf) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [miii)fawrihim]. 

~ ~' (2.y) ~ /linja/ 7 [!iii.ta] 

When fathah tamvin ( .!:.. ) meets Taa' (i:i ), the noon is qisguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as [liij13]. 

f ,,,., \"' ... o• 
(2.z) ~;,,yp, /qinwa:nun!a1ri:/ 7 [qinwa:nUi;J!aJri:] 

When dhammah tanwin (~ ) meets Taa' (i:i ), the nunnation is disguised 

(not pronounced as clear In/ but dentalized /n/) and lengthened, so the 

above word is read as [qinwa:nu\1!81ri:]. 

•J .,, 
(2.aa) ~ /manct.u:gin/ 7 [maiict.u:gin] 

When noon sukoon ( S) meets Dlad ( ~ }, the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear In/ but /qJ) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [ miii.ct.u:gin]. 
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(2.ab) ~~ t ~: /ma\'i:fajan/ + /cl:inkan/ 7 [ma\'i:fa!aitct:iijkan] 

When fathah tanwin (~ ) meets Dlad (~),the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but /q/) and lengthened, so the above word is read 

as [ma~i:fa.t&\cl:iijkan]. 

(2 ) ::~ ... ,~., /' . al~ u ] .ac ~ JUnc)":iru:n , uljaw:iru:na 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets Dzo' ( J:i ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as Uu"l)aw:iru:na]. 

When fathah tanwin ( ~ ) meets Dzo' ( J:i ), the noon is disguised (not 

pronounced as clear /n/ but dentalized /n/) and lengthened, so the above 

word is read as cawmau aw:ili:lan). 

In all examples shown above, we may find two processes happen: 

(I) phoneme /n/ becomes: 

[IlJ] before [t] 

[ 0 1 before (0, a, ()"", ! ' g 'l 1 

[ I\. J before [ c[] 

[ p] before [JJ 

[ oi] before [~ , J , s , z] 

[ IJ ] before [k] 

[N) before (q] 
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(2) the lengthening of: 

[DJ] before [f] 

[ g] before (0, o, ow. ! , cj, ~] 

[ q.] before [ <tl 

[ p) before [J] 

[ n;] before [~ , S. s, z] 

[ 1J } before [k] 

[N] before [ q] 

In the first occurrence, we may call this process regressive_ homorganic 

nasal assimilation, where a consonant (in this case is /n/) becomes more similar 

to a consonant following it. Notice that this assimilation process creates new 

variants called allophones. The allophones of In/ in this process are [DJ , 

ll , 11. , J1 , d, 1J , and N]. The variants are created as anticipatory (regressive) 

'action' of the phoneme /n/ when it is followed by certain consonants (Ikhfa' 

letters), namely [f, 0, o, ~l", ! . <! , t. cl .J , ~ , J, s, z , k, and q]. In process (1 ), it is 

evidently shown that the allophones of In/ and the following consonants share the 

same place of articulation (=homorganic). This is why the proc;ess is called 

regressive homorganic nasal assimilation. 

Another t bing to note is that the assimilation seems to occur generally, 

without any restriction from word boundary. This can be seen from all examples, 

where /n/ clearly becomes [DJ , 11 , 11., J1 , n;, g , and N] before the specified 

consonants-although in (2.b), (2.d), (2.f), (2.h), (2.j), (2.1), (2.n), (2.p), (2.r), 
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(2.t), (2.v), (2.x), (2.z), (2.ab), and (2.ad) the target of assimilation (i.e. allophones 

of Inf) and the trigger (the consonants following Inf) are separated by a word 

boundary. Therefore, we may say that word boundary in this case is not an 

influential environment for the phonetic change to occur. Let us further identify 

the pattern: 

• The phoneme Inf, which is [+nasal, +anterior, +coronal], becomes [DJ] or 

[+nasal, +labiodental] when it is followed by [fl, which is [+labiodental, 

-nasal, +continuant]. 

• The phoneme In/, which is [+nasal, +anterior, +coronal], becomes [U] or 

[+nasal, +dental] when it is followed by (0, a,~, J, g , 1 ], which are 

[+dental, -nasal]. 

• The phoneme In/, which is [+nasal, +anterior, +coronal], becomes [11] or 

[+nasal, +alveopalatal] when it is followed by [ <t], which is [-continuant, 

+alveopalatal, -nasal]. 

• The phoneme In/, which is [+nasal, +anterior, +coronal], becomes [Jl] or 

[+nasal, +palatal] when it is followed by [J], which is [-continuant, -nasal, 

+palatal]. 

• The phoneme In/, which is [+nasal, +anterior, +coronal], becomes [~] or 

[+nasal, +palatal] when it is followed by [~ , f, s , z], which is 

[+continuant, -nasal, +palatal]. 

• The phoneme Inf, which is [+nasal, +anterior, +coronal], becomes [IJ] or 

[+nasal, +velar] when it is followed by [k], which is [-nasal, -cont, +velar]. 
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• The phoneme Inf, which is [+nasal, +anterior, +coronal], becomes [N] or 

[+nasal, +uvular] when it is followed by [q], which is [-nasal, -continuant, 

+uvular]. 

As suggested in the guidance of writing rules, we need to try to make our 

analysis as general as possible (Smith, 2003). We may not assume that a rule will 

be specific to an individual morpheme or phoneme unless there is actua~ evidence 

showing that this is the case. In the case of Iklifa Haqiqi, we may generalize some 

place features: [+labiodental], [+dental], [ +alveopalatal], [+palatal] can be put 

under the heading of [+anterior], while [+velar] and [+uvular] can be put under 

the heading of[-anterior] or (+back], as listed in the following: 

[DJ] = [+ant,.:. cor] [ l,l] = [+ant,+ cor] 

[ 11.1 = [-ant,+ cor] [ Jl] = [-ant,+ cor] 

[ oi) = [-ant,+ cor] [ I) 1 = [-ant, - cor] 

[N) = [-ant, - cor] 

However, if we use only [+anterior] and (+coronal] in our rule formation to 

explain the homorganic nasal assimilation phenomena in Ikhfa • Haqiqi, we will 

fail to capture the complex place assimilation because the features referred to are 

not formally related. In other words, [anterior] and [coronal) are not sufficient for 

the rule formation of /khfa' Haqiqi. The process (1) found in Ikhfa • Haqiqi 

evidently shows that Inf manifests as several distinct allophones when it meets 

certain consonants as specified previously. These allophones need to be 

distinguished respectively, according to their place-feature agreement with the 

following consonants. The features [anterior] and [coronal] cannot do this since 
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[It] and [Ji] are both [-ant, +cor], and [ IJ] and [N) are both [-ant, -cor]. Therefore, 

we need a general rule to capture and specify each homorganic nasal assimilation 

occurrence in Ikhfa' Haqiqi. 

Below is the information acquired from the above occurrences: 

the segment that changes is In! or a coronal nasal 

the change that occurs is regressive homorganic nasal assimilation 

the phonemic environment is before consonants. 

Relying on the information available. let us devise the formal notation: 

[ 
+ nasal J [ + consonantal J 

{3.3) In!~ [ I ] I I ] a pace - a[pace 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.3) A coronal nasal or In! becomes nasal stops, where the value for [place] of 

the nasal stops must match the value for [place] of the following 

consonants. 

Here we see that we employ Greek letter variable a in our formal notation. 

The variable comes in handy when we try to capture the generalization that In/ 

manifests as [11J], [IJ], [q], [Jl], (oi], [lJ], and (N), depending on the place feature 

specifications of the subsequent segment. By using Greek variable, we have 

possibility to match the place features concerned. If we use a single feature-

matching process by using'+' and'-', imagine how many rules we need to devise 

to explain all the assimilation processes. Therefore, as suggested by Davenport 

and Hannahs, by replacing the '+' or '-' value of regular feature specification, 
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alpha notation represents either'+' or'-', matching the value of an occurrence of 

the feature in question elsewhere in the rule (1998: 124). Using a allows the 

feature in question to be specified independently without affecting other features. 

As we see in rule (3.3), we are dealing with place assimilation, where the 

place features of the segments following /n/ spread leftwards, causing the 

phoneme /n/ ((+alveolar]) to change into [IlJ] ((+labiodental]), [IJ] 

([+dental]), [11] [+alveopalatal]), [Jl] ([+palatal]), [ni] ([+palatal]), [lJ] ([+velar]), 

and [NJ ([+uvular]). In this case, only the place feature of /n/ that alters, the 

[+nasal] feature of /n/ remains unchanged. Therefore, this type of place 

assimilation found in Ikhfa' Haqiqi falls under the heading of partial assimilation. 

The following is an example of non-linear representation, which may help us in 

understanding this feature-change process: 

(3.31) In/ /fl 

A 
root 

+consonantal ~ +consonantal 

+sonorant -sonorant 
laryngeal 

laryngeal suprala.'?'ngeal I supralaryngeal 

l ~-------~ -voice~ +voice ·-••• .. 
velum manner place • • • place manner velum 

+n!..1 -clnt co~nal lalial +lnt 
I 

+anterior 

Figure 3.1 Feature trees of the phonemes /n/ and If/, showing the spreading 

and de linking of features in case of place assimilation. 
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The representation (3.31) shows how the rule of homorganic assimilation applies 

to the cluster Inf/. The place node from the following obstruent ([ f]) spreads to the 

nasal /n/ and causes the place node of the nasal to delink. Consequently, /n/ takes 

the labial feature of [ f] and becomes [ 11J] in its phonetic representation. 

Based on the above homorganic nasal assimilation rule, we may actually 

include the principle of lqlab as we have discussed earlier. The process of 

assimilation found of /qlab is in fact the same process of that found in /khfa ' 

Haqiqi, notably place assimilation, or the so-called regressive homorganic nasal 

assimilation. In other words, we can write the same rule notation for both lqlab 

and lklifa ' Haqiqi as to account for their similar phonological phenomena. 

Another process found in Ikhfa ' Haqiqi is lengthening. After the 

homorganic nasal assimilation takes place, lengthening occurs. As w'eu as the 

lengthening found in /qlab, the lengthening that accompanies nasal assimilation in 

Ikhfa' Haqiqi lasts about 1.0 - 1.3 seconds. From the instances of Iklifa' Haqiqi 

shown earlier, let us further try to find out the pattern, so that we can attempt to 

formulate the rule: 

• The phones [llJ, Q, I\.,Jl, ~.I), and N], which are [+nasal, -cont], becomes 

long when they are followed by [f, 0, o, ow,!,<;}, t, ~. J, ~, J, s, z, k, and 

q], which are [+consonant]. 

From the above occurrence, we get the following information: 

the segments that change are nasal stops 

the change that occurs is lengthening (change from [-long] to [+long]) 

the phonemic environment is before consonants. 
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Relying on the information available, let us devise the formal notation: 

(
+nasal J [+consonantal] 

(3.4) a [place] 7 [+long] /_ a (place] 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.4) Nasal stops become long in the environment before consonants, where the 

place feature of the nasal stops must match the place feature of the 

following consonants. 

In the above rule, we see that the phones [DJ, o, I\.. J1, ni, lJ , and N) are lengthened 

when they occur before [f, 0, 0, ow,!, g , t ·A ,J, ~ , f, s, z, k, and q). Notice that 

we use again the Greek letter a. As in our previous rule, alpha notation 

represents either'+' or'-', independently specifying each feature elsewhere in the 

rule without affecting other features. By employing a, the place features of the 

l)asal stops correspond to the place features the following consonants. Here we 

understand that the nasal stops and their corresponding consonants have the same 

place features respectively. Thus, we .may conclude that in the case of lkhfa' 

Haqiqi, the phones [DJ, o, I\.,Jl, ni, g, and N] are lengthened before [f, 0, O, ow, .t 

g , t. ct. J, ~ , f, s, z , k, and q] because both nasal stops and their corresponding 

consonants share the same place features. 

Now we have the rules in hand. To check the validity of the rules, we can 

apply the rules to one or two examples from the data set where they should apply, 
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and one or two examples where they should not apply. Let us check in the 

following derivations: 

Phonemic 
Representation 

Apply rule (3.3) 

Apply rule (3.4) 

Phonetic 

Representation 

*NA= 'not applicable' 

"anfaala" 
/anfa:la/ 

! 
! 

[ aiijfa:la] 

"qinwaanun" 
/qinwa:nun/ 

NA* 

NA* 

[qinwa:nun] 

"linta" "anzalnaa" 
ninta/ nralna:/ r 

n rt 

! ! 
00 

~ Q 

[Illi.ta] [?aWzalna:] 

Table 3.2 Rule derivations for homorganic nasal assimilation and 

lengthening processes in /klifa • Haqiqi. 

In the derivations above, we can see that the rule (3.3) does not apply to the word 

"qinwaaa11un" since the /n/ and the following segment in the pronunciation of the 

word do not share the same place features. In [qinwa:nun], for example, the [n] 

has the feature of [+coronal], while the [w] has the feature of [-coron.al]. The place 

feature of the nasal stop does not match with the place feature of the following 

consonant. Therefore, the rule does not apply to "qi11waanun" as the Inf remains in 

its phonetic representation. Rules and phonological explanations for words like 

"qinwaa11u11" can be found in other principles in Tajwid, which are not discussed 

in this thesis, namely principle of ldhar Muthlaq. As for the lengthening, the rule 

is only applicable if the nasal stop occurs before consonants having the same place 

feature with the nasal stop. In the word [qinwa:nun] for example, the [n] is not 
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lengthened because it does not share the same place feature with the following 

segment ([ w ]). 

111.3 Idgham ( r\j..~~ ) 
In an Arabic - English dictionary, we can find the word Idgham defined as 

putting one letter into another (Wehr, 1979: 328). In Tajwid, Idgham means 

inserting a non-vowelled letter into a vowelled one to become one doubled 

(mushaddad) letter (Alwi, 1997). Idgham is divided into several kinds, some of 

which will be our focus in the following section. 

111.3.1 Idgham Bi Ghunnal1 ( ~ r~J!) 

The principle of Idgham Bi Ghunnah explains the meeting of noon sukoon 

( S ) or tamvin ( ~" ) with these four letters: Ya' t.j (/ja:?/), Noon 0 (/nu:n/), 

Meem r (/mi:ml), Wawu J (/wa:w/) in two different words. If the non--vowelled 

noon/noon sukoon or the noon of nunnation/tanwin meets any of' these letters, 

they are inserted or totally assimilated to the subsequent letters and become 

doubled (mushaddad) letters, or the so-called geminates in Linguistics. Then, the 

mushaddad letters are pronounced with g hwmah (nasal twang) and 1 engthened. 

The following instances show the occurrence: 

.>. .,,, .,-: 00 

(3.a) ~~ /faman/ + /jamliku/ 7 [famaj]amliku] 

.. 
When noon sukoon (" ) meets ya' ( II ), the noon is inserted to the ya', 

nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [ famij ]amliku]. 
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(3.b) (' "\~ ~. /qobc.t.on/ + /jasi:ron/ 7 [qobc.t.;J jasi:ron] 

When fathah tanwin ( £) meets ya' ( i..j ), the nunnation is inserted to the 

ya', nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as 

[qobc.t.0J
0 

jasi:ron). 

Here we see that in both examples (in 3 .a and 3.b ), the p ~oneme Inf is 

totally assimilated by the following phoneme (/j/) and finally becomes /j/ 

in the given environment. 

, , • 00 

(3.c) ~ i:n /min/+ /ni'imajin/ 7 [miii iii'ima,lin] 

When noon sukoon ( S ) meets noon ( w ), the noon sukoon is inserted to 

the noon, nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as 

[mifi iii'ima,lin]. 

(3.d) ~~ ~~ /'laoa:ban/ + /nukron/ 7 ['iaoa:bafi iiukron] 

Whenfathah tanwin (.£.. ) meets noon (w ), the nunnation is inserted to the 

noon, nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as ['i'aoa:bafi 

iiukron]. 

In both examples (3.c and 3.d), the phoneme In/ is totally assimilated by 

the following phoneme (/n/) and finally becomes /n/ in the given 

environment. 

~/ '~ 00 

(3.e) ~~~ /'lan/ + /maw~:c.li'lihi:/ 7 ['iarii riiawa:c.t.i'lihi:] 

.. 
When noon sukoon ( ~ ) meets meem ( r ), the noon sukoon is inserted to 

00 

the meem, nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as ['iarfi 

riiawa:c.t.i'lihi:]. 
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, ,~ , ,, ~, 00 

(3.f) J.~~ /hijr:m/ + /mah1u:r~n/-7 [hiJmrfi rfiah1u:mn] 

Whenfathah tanwin (L. ) meets meem ( r ), the nunnation is inserted to 

00 

the meem, nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [hiJmrfi 

rfiah1u:r:m]. 

In both examples (3.d and 3.f), the phoneme /n/ is totally assimilated by 

the following phoneme (/ml) and finally becomes /ml in the given 

environment. 

(3.g). ~,Y /man/+ /wu1ida/ -7 [ma~ WuJida] 

When 110011 sukoon ( S ) meets wawu ( .J ), the 110011 sukoon is inserted to 

.. 
the wawu, nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [maw 

WUJida]. 

(3.h) L':.>t;J~ /j.ahijja,tan/ + /wasala:man/ -7 [.tahijja,ta~ wasal~:man] 

Whenfathah tanwin (L.) meets wawu (.J ), the nunnation is inserted to the 

meem, nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [tahiijata~ 

wasala:man]. 

In both examples (3.g and 3.h), the phoneme /n/ is totally assimilated by 

the following phoneme (/w/) and finally becomes /w/ in the given 

environment. 

In all examples shown above, we may find three diachronic processes happen: 

(1) the phonemes /j, n, m, w/ are nasalized when they occur after Jn/ 

(2) phoneme /n/ at the end o fa word becomes [j, n, m, w] when i t occurs 

before [j, n, m, w] at the beginning of the following word 
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(3) the phones U. n, m, w] are lengthened before U, n, m, w]. 

In the first process found in ldgham Bi Ghunnah, we may call this process 

progressive nasal assimilation. The nasalization process is said to be progressive 

because the nasal feature of a segment spreads rightwards and affects the 

following segment. Let us further identify the pattern: 

• The phonemes /j, n, m, w/, which are [+voice, +sonorant], are nasalized 

when they occur after /n/, which is [+nasal, +cons]. 

From the above occurrences, we get the following information: 

the segments that change are voiced sonorants 

the change that occurs is progressive nasal assimilation 

the phonemic environment is after nasal 

Now we have all required information to formulate the rule. Let us devise the 

formal notation: 

[
+voice J 

<3 ·5> +sonorant [

+cons 
7 [+nasal] I +nasal J_ 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.5) voiced sonorants become ( ~ ) nasal ([+nasal]) in the environment (/) 

after nasal ([+cons, +nasal] _). 

As stated in the rule, voiced sonorants are nasalized when they occur after nasal. 

Here we see that the nasal feature of /n/ spreads to the next segments, notably /j, n, 
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m, wl, so that the affected segments have nasal feature as well (i.e. being 

nasalized). 

Another process, which also characterizes Jdgham Bi Ghunnah, is 

regressive total assimilation. Notice that the assimilation of In! to the following 

phonemes eventually forms geminates: ljjl in (3.a and 3.b), /nn/ in (3.c and 3.d). 

Imm/ in (3.e and 3.f), and lwwl in (3.g and 3.h). That is the reason why we call 

this process regressive complete assimilation: a consonant (in this case is In/) 

becomes totally like consonants which follow it (i.e /j/, In!, /ml, lw/). Another 

thing to note is that this assimilation seems to be restricted by word boundary. 

This can be seen from all examples, where /n/ at the end o f a word is clearly 

assimilated by the specified segments at the beginning of the following word. In 

this case, the target of assimilation (i.e. /n/) and the trigger (the segments 

following /n/) are separated by a word boundary. In fact, there is an evidence 

showing that the segment /j/ which occurs after /n/ in the same word is not 

assimilated, such as in the word 'bunjaanun '. Therefore, we may say that word 

boundary in this case is an influential environment for the phonetic change to 

occur. Let us further identify the pattern: 

• The phoneme /n/, which is [+nasal, +sonorant, +coronal], at the end of a 

word, becomes [j, n, m, w] when it is followed by [j, n, m, w], which is 

[+voice, +sonorant], at the beginning of the following word. 

From the above occurrences, we get the following information: 

the segment that changes is a coronal nasal 

the change that occurs is regressive complete assimilation 
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the phonemic environments are (1) at the end of a word, and (2) before 

voiced sonorants at the beginning of the following word. 

Now we have all required information to formulate the rule. Let us devise the 

formal notation: 

(3.6) In/~ U, n, m, w]I_# # U, n, m, w] 

or, [ J +voice 
+nasal ( J ~ +sonorant 
+coronal 

+nasal 

I # # [
+voice J 
+sonorant 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.6) lnl or a coronal nasal becomes ( ~ ) voiced sonorants in the enyironment 

(/) at the end of a word ( _#) which is followed by a word b~ginning with 

voiced sonorants (#[+voice, +sonorant]). 

This assimilation rule states that the environment in which a phoneme lnl becomes 

voiced sonorants is at the end of a word. We use the symbol # to represent a word 

boundary. 

Both nasal assimilation and regressive complete assimilation are the main 

processes in Idgham bi Ghunnah. This is the reason why the case is called Idgham 

Bi Ghunnah, which means assimilating with nasalizing. In fact, both processes 

occur synchronically. The In/ nasalizes the following segments (/j, n, m, w/), and 

the segments assimilate the /n/. Interestingly, the segments /j, n, m, w/ at the 

beginning of a word still retain their nasality when they assimilate the phoneme 

In/ at the end of the preceding word. The phoneme lnl itself also retain its nasal 

feature when it is in tum assimilated by lj, n, m, w/ (as we see in rule 3.5). It 
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seems that nasality is a strong feature in the two cases. To understand better these 

synchronic processes, let us check the examples of non-linear representations for 

the two processes: 

(3 .51) Nasalization process of Inf to lwl becoming [ w] 

In/ /w/ 

A 
root 

+consonantal ~ -consonantal 

+sonorant +sonorant 
laryngeal 

laryngeal supra laryngeal supralaryngeal 

~ .. ---~---~ 
place manner velum velum manner place 
I I I I I · I 

coronal -cont +nasal -nasal +cont labial 
I 

+anterior 

Figure 3.2 Feature trees of the phonemes /n/ and /w/, showing the spreading 

and delinking of velum nodes in case of nasalization. 

The representation (3.51) shows how the rule of nasal assimilation applies to the 

cluster /nw/. The velum node from the nasal ([n]) spreads to the glide /w/ and 

causes the velum node of the glide to delink. Consequently, /w/ takes the nasal 

feature of [n] and becomes [w] in its phonetic representation. 
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(3.61) Total assimilation process of /wl to In/ becoming [ w J 

/w/ Inf 

-consonantal -• • 
_.::== ... ----

laryngeal 

supralaryngeal 

/ 

manner '',,,,~ 

I ',, -cont 
+cont '',,, 

supralafngeal ----,,,,, _____ , 

pljce-----~-------------------------------------'' 
labial velum place 

I I 
coronal -nasal 

velum 
I 

I +nasal 

+anterior 

Figure 3.3 Feature trees of the phonemes /w/ and /n/, showing the spreading 

and delinking of features in case of total assimilation. 

The representation (3.61) shows how the segment /w/ assimilates the /n/. What is 

happening here is that the /n/ is taking on all the characteristics of the /w/ except 

for its nasality. Although the /n/ becomes /w/ accordingly, the nasal feature if /n/ 

is retained, so that the /n/ manifests as [w] in its phonetic representation. In sum, 

the result of the two synchronic processes (progressive nasal assimilation and 

regressive total assimilation) is the phonetic representation of the cluster /nw/ as 

[ww]. 

There is still another process in ldgham bi Ghunnah, which is not less 

important, namely lengthening. As mentioned earlier, besides inserting and 
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nasalizing we can also find lengthening in Idgham bi Ghunnah. ~s well as the 

lengthening found in previous Tajwid principles, the lengthening identified in 

ldgham bi Ghunnah lasts about 1.0 - 1.3 seconds. Let us further try to find out the 

pattern, so that we can attempt to formulate the rule: 

• The nasalized phones Q, ii, rii, w], which are [+voice, +sonorant, +nasal), 

becomes long when they are followed by [j, n, m, w], which are [+voice, 

+sonorant]. 

From the above occurrence, we get the following information: 

the segments that change are nasalized voiced sonorants 

the change that occurs is lengthening (change from [-long) to.[+long]) 

the phonemic environment is before voiced sonorants. 

Relying on the information available, let us devise the formal notation: 

[

+voice J 
(3.7) + sonorant ~ [+long] 

+nasal 

I [+voice J 
- +sonorant 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3. 7) nasalized voiced sonorants become long in the environment before voiced 

sonorants. 

In the above rule, we see that the phones O, ii, rii, w] are lengthened when 

they occur before [j, n, m, w]. Here we understand that the affecting and affected 

segments share the same place features. 

Now we have the rule in hand. To check the validity of the rule, we can 

apply the rule to one or two examples from the data set where it should apply, and 
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one or two examples where it should not apply. Let us check int he following 

derivations: 

Phonemic "man wujida" "bunjaanun" "an mawaadli'ihi" "likay yarala" 

Representation /man rJilfa/ 1~ 1'1an rwa:cij~ihi:/ /likaj jafi'ala/ 

Apply rule (3.5) w 1 m NA* 

Apply rule (3.6) w NA* rii NA* 

00 00 

Apply rule (3.7) w NA* m NA* 

Phonetic 
•• 00 

Representation (maw WuJic;!a] [bunja:nun] [\'arii riiawa:qj\'ihi:] (likaj j afi'ala] 

*NA= 'not applicable' 

Table 3.3 Rule derivations for progressive na~l assimilation, total 

assimilation, and lengthening processes in Jdgham Bi Ghunnah. 

According to our rule (3.5) we nasalize /j, n, m, w/ after nasal. This rule is 

apparently supported by Rodman and Fromkin, who assert that vowels and glides 

are nasalized before and after nasal-a natural process found also in many other 

languages (1988: 97 - 98). Based on the notion, we should also apply the rule 

(3.5) to word "bwrjaanun", besides "man wujida" and "an mawaadli'ihi". Here 

we presume that word boundary is not an influential factor. That is why we do not 

include it in our rule formulation for nasalization. However, word boundary is 

crucial in our second rule, i.e. (3.6). In the above derivations, notice that the 

segment In/ in the word • bwrjaa11u11 ' is not assimilated by the following /w/ and 

remains as [n] in its phonetic representation, contrary to the word 'man wujida '. 
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Rules and phonological explanations for cases like in "bunjaa11un" are dealt in 

another principle in Tajwid, namely ldhar Muth/aq. As for the lengthening, we 

see in the above derivations that the segment /j/ is not lengthened before the 

following /j/, although both segments share the same place feature. Comparing the 

occurrence of /ww/ in the word [maw WUJi4a], which is lengthened, with that of 

/jj/ in the word [ likaj jaf\'ala], we notice that the 1 ateri n fact does not come in 

contact with nasal. Here we learn that lengthening is applicable not only when the 

affected segment shares the same place feature with the following· segment, but 

also when the segments involved include nasality. 

The principle of ldgham bi Ghunnah above applies to all words in the 

Qur'an where non-vowelled letter 11oon or nunnation (tanwin) at the end of a word 

meets the letters ya ', 11oon, meem, or wawu at the beginning of the following 

word. However, we may find two exceptions in the Qur'an, notably: 

a. Suralr Yaasin: 1- 2 'Yaasi11 wal Quranillrakiim' (~ Lli,111, II':!) 

The words 'Yaasin' + 'wal' should remain to be read as /ja!si:n wall, 

although there is a meeting of 110011 sukoo11 (at the end· of the word 

'Yaasiin ') and the letter wawu (at the beginning of the word 'wal'). 

b. Surah Al-Qolam: I 7 (~~ L..J i-lillJ LI) 

'Nuun wal qalami wa maa yasturuun' 

The words 'Nun'+ 'wal' should remain to be read as /nu:n wall, although 

there is a meeting of 11oon sukoon (at the end of the word 'Nun') and the 

letter wawu (at the beginning of the word 'wal'). 
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The principle applied in these two exceptional cases is no longer ldgham Bi 

Ghunnah, but /dzhar Mutlaq or Absolute Manifestation. It is called 'absolute 

manifestation' because the letter noon sukoon or the nunnation is clearly 

manifested in the recitation. However, we do not discuss Idzhar Mutlaq in this 

thesis since this principle does not involve the concurrence between nasal 

assimilation and lengthening processes. 

111.3.2 Special Case: Assimilation of /b/ to /ml in ldg/1am Mutajaa11isain 

The principle of Jdgham Mutaajanisain explains the meeting of Daal 
0 0 0 

sukoon ( J ) with Taa' ( 4!I }, Taa' Sukoon ( 4!I ) with Daa/ ( J }, Taa' Su/coon ( 4!I ) 

with Thaa' ( J:.i }, Dzaal Su/coon ( ~ ) with Dzaa' ( ~ ), Tsaa ' Su/coon ( i!: ) with 
0 

Dzaa/ ( :S ), and Baa 'Sukoon ( ":' ) with Meem ( f' ). Jdgham is called Mutajaanisain 

because the letters of Jdgham Mutajaanisain mentioned above have the same 

place of articulation but are different in the manner of articulation (Alwi, 
0 

1997:43). However, we will discuss only the meeting of Baa' Sukoon ( "=') with 

Meem (f') as it involves nasal assimilation and lengthening, unlike that of the other 

letters. That is why the writer uses the term 'special case' to explain this 

occurrence. Another reason which makes the occurrence special is that it is only 

found in one sentence in the Qur'an, notably in Surah Huud: 41. If the 

Baa 'Su/coon meets Meem, the Baa' is inserted or totally assimilated to the Meem 

and become doubled (mushaddad) letters, or the so-called geminates in 

Linguistics. Then, the mushaddad letters are pronounced with ghzmn_ah (nasal 

twang) and lengthened. Let us check the the following occurrence: 
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[.;;~l~ /ja:bunaijarkab/ + /ma~ana:/ 7 [ja:bunaijarkam ma~ana:] 

When Baa ' Sukoon ( "'=" ) meets meem ( f ), the Baa' is inserted to the meem, 

nasalized and lengthened, so the phrase above is read as [ja:bunajjarkam ma~ana:]. 

In the occurrence of Idgham Mutajaanisain shown above, we may find 

two processes happen: 

(I) phoneme lb/ becomes [ m] before [ m] 

(2) the phone [m] is lengthened before [m]. 

In the first process found in Idgham Mutajaanisain, notice that the assimilation of 

/bl to the following segment, namely [m], eventually forms geminates: /mm/. We 

may call this process as regressive complete nasal assimilation, where a 

consonant (in this case is /bl) becomes totally like a nasal consonant which 

follows it (i.e /ml). Let us further identify the pattern: 

• The phoneme /b/, which is [-nasal, -sonorant, +bilabial] becomes [m], 

which is [+nasal, +sonorant, +bilabial], when it is followed by /m/, which 

is [+nasal, +bilabial]. 

From the above occurrences, we get the following information: 

the segment that changes is nonnasal voiced bilabial 

the change that occurs is regressive complete nasal assimilation (change 

from [-nasal, -sonorant, +bilabial] into [+nasal, +sonorant, +bilabial]) 

the phonemic environment is before nasal bilabial. 

Now we have all required information to formulate the rule. Let us devise the 

formal notation: 

(3.8) /b/ 7 [m] /_ [m), or 
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[

- nasal J [+ nasal J [+ nasal J 
+ bilabial 7 + bilabial /_ + bilabial 

- sonorant + sonorant + sonorant 

This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.8) A nonnasal voiced bilabial or /b/ becomes ( 7 ) a nasal bilabial sonorant 

in the environment (/) before a nasal bilabial sonorant L[+nasal, 

+sonorant, +bilabial]). 

The above rule description illustrates the process of total assimilation in 

Idgham Mutajaanisain, in which the Baa' sukoon becomes exactly like the letter 

that follows it-a process which later forms geminates (double letters). Another 

process happens in ldgham Mutajaanisain is lengthening (which usually lasts 

about 1.0 - 1.3 seconds), as we see in the occurrence above. Let us identify the 

pattern to get more information about the phenomenon: 

• The phone [m], which is [+nasal, +bilabial], becomes (+long] when it is 

followed by /ml, which is [+nasal, +bilabial). 

From the above occurrence, we get the following information: 

the segment that changes is a nasal bilabial 

the change that occurs is lengthening (change from [-long] into [+long]) 

the phonemic environments are before nasal bilabial. 

Now we have all required information to formulate the rule. Let us devise the 

formal notation: 

(3.9) [m] 7 [long] /_[m], or 

[ :::ial ] ~ [+long] /_[ :::~ial ] 
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This rule can be 'translated' into: 

(3.9) A nasal bilabial or [m] becomes ( 7) long in the environment(/) before a 

nasal bilabial (# [+nasal, +bilabial]). 

Now we have the rule in hand. Let us check the rule derivation: 

Phonemic "yaabunayyarkab ma'anaa" "hablun" "abwaabun" "am firqotan" 

Representation /ja:bunajjarkab ma'i'ana:/ /hablun/ /?abwa:bun/ 
Tr~~ ! 

Apply rule (3.8) m NA* NA* 

i 
Apply rule (3.9) 

00 

NA* NA* NA* m 

Phonetic 
Representation Ua:bunajjarkaffi ma'i'ana:] /hablun/ /?abwa:bun/ [?am firq:>jan) 

Table 3.4 Rule derivations for regressive complete nasal assimilation and 

lengthening processes in Jdgham Mutajaanisain. 

In the derivations above, we can see that consonants which are not in the class of 

[+nasal, +sonorant, +bilabial] cannot trigger the lb/ to change into /ml, such as in 

the words "hablun" and "abwaabun "-where the /n/ remains in its phonetic 

representation. Here we can see as well that the lengthening rule is only applicable 

if the affected segment occurs before segment having the same place feature with 

the affected segment. In the words •am firqota11' for example, the phone [ m] is not 

lengthened because it does not share the same place feature with the following 

phone ( [ f] ), which is [+labiodental], although [m] and [fj are in the same place 

of articulation, namely labials. 
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